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Category:Novelty and fad dancesHi, team. If you’re spending most of your time online, you might be aware of a term called
“viral content”. Viral content is awesome because it gets a lot of people talking and that attention can turn into Facebook

likes and Youtube views. It’s the type of content that creates a surge in your Facebook shares, Youtube views, and website
traffic. I think it’s important to highlight that not all viral content is created equal. Certain types of content have a higher-
than-average chance of growing to viral levels (like niche, entertaining, and entertaining educational content), and some
have a lower-than-average chance (like product/service-based content). On this post I’m going to share my definition of
viral content, compare your current content to a viral content, and share some best practices that will help you make the

most of it. What is Viral Content? It’s content that gets a lot of attention. When something catches the attention of lots of
people, that attention can also get turned into likes on your Facebook page, shares of your content on Youtube and other
social networks, and website visitors. Here’s a fun fact: websites are 40 times more likely to be shared on Facebook than

websites with professional social media personas. When people share your content, it allows other people to see it too. This
inspires people to go check out your content, like what they see, and share it with their followers. A lot of people are under
the mistaken impression that to make viral content, you need to do something outlandish, like ask a controversial or absurd
question, make a fun stunt, or encourage people to laugh and cry (see: Pink Vs. Blue in the YouTube comments). However,

that’s not the way it works. The truth is, you don’t need to do much to make viral content. You just need to create a killer
product/service that people want to talk about (or a product/service that people NEED to talk about). Let’s take “The Amish

Sweater” for example. This awesome YouTube video has over 3.2 million views and over 3,000 “likes”. This has been
viewed by over 100,000 people and shared by almost 5,000 people on Facebook. The Am
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